Detection of faults plays an important role in the characterization of reservoir regions. In this paper, we propose an automatic fault surface detection method using 3D Hough transform to improve the interpretation efficiency. We first highlight the likely fault points in seismic data by thresholding the corresponding discontinuity volumes. Then, we apply 3D Hough transform to detect the likely fault planes in seismic volumes. After filtering out the noisy planes, we apply the weighted plane fitting method to extract the smooth fault surfaces from the remaining fault planes. Experimental results show that the proposed method has the capability of detecting fault surfaces in real seismic data with high accuracy and fewer human interventions.
INTRODUCTION
Conventionally, it is the experienced interpreters that manually perform fault interpretation. However, with the gigantic amount of seismic data collected in today's hydrocarbon exploration, manual interpretation is time consuming and labor intensive. Therefore, to improve the interpretation efficiency, in recent years several research teams have developed semiautomatic fault interpretation technologies that require limited human interaction.
Most algorithms that were developed to semi-automatically detect faults in seismic volumes consist of two major steps. The first step is the selection of appropriate and useful seismic attributes. Since faults are the discontinuous regions along horizons, seismic attributes, including coherency (Marfurt et al. (1999) ), variance (Van Bemmel and Pepper (2000) ), curvature (Boe and Daber (2010) ), and gradient (Song et al. (2012) ), have been proposed to characterize the geological structures of faults. Interpreters apply thresholds on one or combined fault-sensitive seismic attributes to highlight the likely fault points.
The second step is the extraction of fault structures from these highlighted fault points. Based on the dimensional disparity in seismic data, the detection methods are usually classified into two classes. One class of methods focuses on the detection of fault lines in 2D seismic images and the other class detects fault planes in 3D seismic volumes. AlBinHassan and Marfurt (2003) suggested to detect fault lines in seismic sections by using 2D Hough transform. However, the detected results are not accurate enough because of noisy lines. To improve accuracy, Wang and AlRegib (2014b) filtered out the noisy line features detected by 2D Hough transform based on the criteria derived from the geological constraints. Similarly, Admasu et al. (2006) applied the log-Gabor filter to remove noise along directions of faults and tracked the fault lines through the neighboring seismic sections by fitting active contours. Another fault tracking algorithm proposed by Wang and AlRegib (2014a) borrowed the ideas of motion vectors in video coding and processing techniques and synthesized the fault lines by combining two reference fault lines. In contrast, Yan et al. (2012) implemented the ant colony algorithm to track faults in seismic sections.
In general, by tweaking local parameters, faults delineated in 2D seismic images are more accurate than the detected fault surfaces in 3D seismic volumes. Nevertheless, this process does not scale up when the size of the data set grows considerably and thus the algorithm's efficiency degrades. Besides, without involving the coherence between neighboring sections, the fault surfaces generated by connecting the detected results in 2D sections are not accurate enough to reflect the 3D complicated structures of faults.
To label fault surfaces in 3D seismic data, Gibson et al. (2005) proposed a multi-stage work flow. After highlighting the fault points in semblance cubes, they grouped them into the local planar patches and then merged these patches into larger fault surfaces under certain geometric constraints. However, it makes this method inefficient that a group of parameters have to be decided by trial and error. This issue was addressed in the work of Cohen et al. (2006) where 3D directional filters are applied on seismic volumes to enhance the semblance attribute and consequently a thinning algorithm extracts the onepixel-width fault surfaces. The cascade Hough transform has also been introduced by Jacquemin and Mallet (2005) to detect fault surfaces. Similarly, Aqrawi and Boe (2011) suggested to extract fault surfaces based on gradients calculated by 3D Sobel filter while Hale (2013) proposed to first detect the 2D fault lines in cross-sections of seismic volumes on different directions and then applied dynamic time warping to generate the fault surfaces based on the boundary constraints derived from the detected fault lines.
In this paper, we propose the automatic fault surface detection method by using 3D Hough transform, which involves limited human interventions. We first highlight the likely fault points in seismic volumes by thresholding the corresponding discontinuity volumes. Then, we apply 3D Hough transform on the binary volumes to detect the potential fault planes in seismic volumes. According to the likely positions and directions of fault planes estimated by interpreters, we filter out the noisy planes and obtain a group of fault planes located around the fault regions. Since these planes are determined by the highlighted fault points, we propose the weighted plane fitting method to extract local fault surfaces piecewise on depth direction by involving the geological constraints. After connecting the local fitted results, we obtain the smooth fault surfaces in seismic volumes. 
Fault Point Highlighting
The most prominent feature of faults is the discontinuity in horizons. Semblance attribute proposed by Marfurt et al. (1998) characterizes such discontinuity by involving neighboring information and structural dips. In this paper, we propose the discontinuity attribute as a logarithmic function of semblance attribute in order to increase the contrast between fault regions and horizons. In 3D seismic data, x, y and z represent the inline, crossline, and depth direction, respectively. For a point located at [x, y, z], we calculate its discontinuity value D [x, y, z] in the corresponding analysis cube with an edge length of (2r d + 1), as shown in Eq. (1),
where s [x, y, z] represents seismic signal's intensity at point [x, y, z] and r d decides the dimension of analysis cubes. Δ z reflects the influence of structural dips on depth direction and is calculated as follows,
where θ x and θ y respectively correspond to the dips along inline and crossline direction and the function · rounds Δ z to the nearest integer. In Eq.
(1), greater discontinuity value indicates that the point [x, y, z] has a higher possibility of being located at fault regions. In contrast, the discontinuity value close to 0 means the point is in a horizon. To highlight the likely fault points, we apply a global threshold on the obtained discontinuity volume as follows,
where D 0 as a designed parameter is determined empirically. Based on these highlighted fault points, we propose to extract fault planes by using 3D Hough transform in the following sections.
3D Hough Transform
Hough transform is an important tool for detecting parameterized objects. In the field of digital image processing, 2D Hough transform has been widely used to detect edges and circles (Gonzalez and Woods (2008) ). As a natural extension, it is feasible for 3D Hough transform to detect specific planes in 3D point clouds (Borrmann et al. (2011)) . It is well known that in 3D space (R 3 ) a normal vector and a point define a plane. Figure 2 illustrates an example of a unit normal vector n in spherical coordinate system. θ represents the azimuthal angle with a range from 0 to 2π in contrast to the polar angle φ with a range from 0 to π. It is convenient to use θ and φ to identify n as follows,
Figure 2: Normal vector in 3D spherical coordinate system.
Therefore, according to the unit normal vector n and a known point r 0 = (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) on the plane, we obtain the standard equation of the defined plane as follows,
where ρ is the distance from the original point to the plane. According to the parameterized equation in Eq. (5), a point in the parameter space defined by θ , φ , and ρ, corresponds to one certain plane in R 3 . Meanwhile, for one point in R 3 , we have to figure out all triples of (θ , φ , ρ) satisfying Eq. (5) in parameter space, which finally leads to the formation of a 3D sinusoid curve, as shown in Figure 3 . Therefore, based on the mapping relationship between two spaces, a plane determined by three non-collinear points in R 3 actually corresponds to a point in parameter space, which is the intersection of three sinusoid curves. As shown in Figure 4 , curves in green, blue, and red, representing three non-collinear points in R 3 , have the yellow intersection which corresponds to the determined plane in R 3 . Every highlighted fault point in seismic space corresponds to a sinusoid curve in the parameter space. In practice, we have to discretize the parameter space along θ , φ , and ρ direction and use voxels as the basic elements to delineate 3D curves.
In the process of 3D Hough transform, many curves may pass through the same voxel. Therefore, we define every voxel as an accumulator and has its value corresponding to the number of curves, which it belongs to. Figure 5 illustrates an example of accumulators of a local region extracted from the parameter space. Red voxels represent positions where larger number of curves intersect, in contrast to the blue ones, through which only a few curves pass. Then, we select the voxels with the greatest values, the coordinates of which are the parameters of detected planes in seismic space. These obtained planes determined by the largest number of fault points, have the highest possibility of being located around fault planes. However, because of the limitation of 3D Hough transform, it is inevitable to involve noisy fault planes in seismic space. Therefore, interpreters have to indicate the estimated ranges of fault surfaces' positions and directions by observing the highlighted fault point clouds and apply them as criteria to filter out the noisy planes. Thus, we have the remaining planes located around fault regions. 
Fault Surface Labeling
Every detected plane in seismic space is determined by a group of highlighted fault points. We combine the remaining planes by extracting the smooth fault surfaces from the corresponding point clouds. To have a better delineation result, we propose the weighted plane fitting method involving the geological constraints. We first separate the depth range of the seismic volume into M non-overlapping and successive intervals with the length of r, such as [0, r) , [r, 2r) , ···. According to the the defined depth intervals, we divide the point clouds into M groups, denoted as P i , i = 1, 2, ··· , M, so that every point in P i has the z coordinate located in the depth interval
To indicate the positions of points in P i , we define vectors x i , y i , and z i , which contain the inline, crossline, and depth coordinates, respectively. The extraction of a plane from P i can be solved as a typical linear inverse problem. In the initial linear model A · c = b, since most of fault planes have nearly vertical direction, we assume A = [x i , z i , 1 1×N i ] contains x and z coordinates and b = y i is a vector of all y coordinates. We need to figure out the vector c = [c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ] T , which contains all coefficients of the fitted plane. However, the initial model, which only depends on the geometric relationships of points, is not accurate enough for fault surface labeling. Therefore, we propose a weighted linear model in Eq. (6) by involving the discontinuity values of points as the weights.
W as a diagonal matrix has the discontinuity values of all points in P i along its diagonal represented as follows,
where N i is the number of points in P i . We estimate the coefficients in c by minimizing the 2 norm of the estimated errors as the corresponding objective function shown in Eq. (8),
According to least squares regression, we obtain the analytic solution of Eq. (8) as follows,
For every group of points P i , we extract a local fault plane with an equation of y =ĉ 1 · x +ĉ 2 · z +ĉ 3 . Finally, we obtain the smooth fault surfaces by connecting all local planes along the depth direction. In the process of fault surface labeling, r is the only parameter decided by interpreters empirically.
EXAMPLES
In the paper, to demonstrate the feasibility and capability of the proposed method, we apply it on the seismic volume acquired from Netherland offshore F3 block in North Sea, which contains apparent fault structures. The tested seismic volume has a dimension ranging from #248 to #286 on inline direction with a step of 2. Every inline number corresponds to a seismic section with a resolution of 256 × 176 on crossline and depth direction.
To accurately and intuitively illustrate the inner structures of volumes, in Figure 6 we show the cross-sections of volumes on all directions. In Figure 6 (a), we normalize the intensity of seismic signals to [−1, 1]. In the discontinuity volume shown in Figure 6 (b), the light blue regions represent the fault regions in contrast to the dark blue ones for horizons. After applying the global thresholding D 0 = 0.9 on the discontinuity volume, we obtain the highlighted fault points shown in Figure 6 (c).
We notice that these 3D point clouds have the highest density along a vertical plane located between #100 and #150 on the crossline direction. It gives interpreters an initial idea of the positions and directions of the fault planes. To filter out the noisy planes in seismic space, interpreters need to estimate the position and direction ranges of the potential fault planes. In this case, the estimated position ranges from #100 to #150 on crossline direction and the estimated normal vector has an angle less than 20 • with the vector [0, 1, 0]. After removing the noisy planes, we apply the weighted plane fitting method to label the fault surfaces by fitting fault points on the remaining planes. According to the designed depth interval length r = 20, we first separate the depth range into different groups, every of which contains a bunch of highlighted fault points. Then, we involve the discontinuity values as weights and obtain the local fitted surface for each group. Finally, by connecting these fitted planes, we obtain the smooth fault surface as shown in Figure 7 (a). We notice that the fitted fault plane has strong coherence between neighboring sections and reflects the 3D structures of faults.
In Figure 7 (b), we illustrate the detected fault line by the proposed method in green and the manually labeled ground truth in red. The overlapping of these two lines indicates the similar structure of the detected results with the ground truth. In Figure 7 (c), we compare the yellow fault lines detected by 2D Hough transform in the work of Wang and AlRegib (2014b) and the ground truth in red. To quantitatively evaluate the performance of the proposed method and the 2D detection method, we suggest to calculate the Euclidean distance between the detected results and the ground truth as the similarity index. The obtained distance of the proposed method is 15.6 and close to the distance of the 2D detection method 14.6. It indicates that the proposed method has the capability of detecting fault surfaces accurately.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed to detect fault surfaces using 3D Hough transform. We first applied global thresholding on the discontinuity volumes to highlight the likely fault points. Then we performed the 3D Hough transform on these fault point clouds and extracted the potential fault planes in seismic volumes. After removing the noisy fault planes, we generated the accurate fault planes by applying the weighted plane fitting method. The example showed that the proposed method is robust and reliable when dealing with real large seismic data. The proposed method is automatic with small number of design parameters. In our future work, we will focus on the window-based fitting method to achieve more accurate results. 
